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As I was saying...
As I Was Saying... is the seventh book in Jeremy Clarkson's best-selling The World According to Clarkson series. ***Crikey, the world according to Clarkson's been a funny old place of late . . . For a while, Jeremy could be found in his normal position as the tallest man on British television but, more recently, he appears to have been usurped by a pretend elephant. But on paper the real Jeremy remains at the helm. That's as it should be. For nearly thirty years he has been fearlessly leading the charge as one the best comic writers in the country. And in 2015, he shows no sign of slowing down. So, whether it's pondering If Jesus might have been better off being born in New Zealand Why reflexive pronoun abuse is the worst thing in the world How Pam Ayres's head trumps Gordon Gecko's underpants Or what a television presenter with time on his hands gets up to Jeremy is still trying to make sense of all the big stuff. Circumstances change. Nothing's forever. But As I Was Saying provides glorious proof that Jeremy remains as funny, puzzled, excitable, outspoken, insightful and thought-provoking as ever. As if you ever doubted it . . .***

Praise for Clarkson: 'Brilliant... laugh-out-loud' Daily Telegraph 'Outrageously funny... will have you in stitches' Time Out 'Very funny ... I cracked up laughing on the tube' Evening Standard
automotive

Customer Reviews

This was a great book. As funny as the previous editions - if not more. I was constantly laughing. It mentions the whole sacking deal in the beginning (I assume many people wanted to read about that). All in all I highly recommend this book.

Vast improvement over last year’s collection of articles. Some real laugh out loud moments, and, strangely, a few "well I wondered about that myself but never thought anyone else would be nutty enough to, too" moments, particularly about the development of....food. Well, I DID wonder. Writing style comes across as if a burden has been lifted off his shoulders, and as a result his writing is equally light and much more personable this time around. Say what you will, the man has a way with words, and a writing style to die for, and I very much enjoyed devouring this book. A throwback to earlier ones in the series. If you are a fan, you’ll understand me.

Jeremy’s wit is something I’ve adored for years. I was a staunch supporter of Top Gear - before they gave the Ol’ boys the axe - & look forward with baited breath to their Netflix adventure. What I loved about this book was how easily it read & the fact that it was Jeremy’s voice that narrated the words in my mind. It was great! I laughed constantly at the hilarious images painted with his words & loved the fact that I enjoyed it more than a few recent more "serious" reads. Every now & then it does you good to have a good laugh & this book certainly delivers that! A delightfully witty read!

Hilarious social commentary as always. Very hard to put down often had me laughing out loud

Excellent and funny

Although I am not overly impressed with some of mr. Clarkson’s work, I have to admit that this selection of columns is fun to read.

Funny, witty and entertaining...What is there to dislike? I enjoyed every page. Thanks Jeremy!

Another hilarious Clarkson book, highly recommended like all the rest of his stuff
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